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Deploying distributed applications 
using libCloud and jCloud 

 
 

 

The two exercises of this lab consist on deploying the distributed application described the second 
lab : Deploying applications with OpenStack (http://mse-cloud.s3-website-eu-west-
1.amazonaws.com/labs/OpenStack-Lab.pdf) on SWITCHEngine and Amazon EC2, by using libCloud 
API (exercise 1) and jCloud API (exercise 2). Each of these two programs is assumed to execute 
these operations: 

1. creates one MongoDB instance, 

2. creates one RESTClient instance and launch the program client.py, 

3. creates one RESTServer instance and launch the program server.py, 

4. deletes the VMs when the user presses “A” (Abord) 

For points 1, 2 and 3, use the snapshots already created in the second lab. 

The two programs should give possibility to the user to choose one of the two targeted IaaS: Amazon 
EC2 or SWITCHEngine. 
 
Exercise 1  
In this exercise, the program to develop must be written in python and will use libCloud. 

Apache Libcloud is a Python library which hides differences between different cloud provider APIs. It 
allows you to manage different cloud resources. For further details, visit this web site : 
https://libcloud.apache.org/ 

libCloud is installed by using pip package. pip is a package management system used to install and 
manage software packages written in Python. 

To install libCloud (on an ubuntu machine): 
sudo apt-get update 

sudo apt-get install python-pip (install pip) 

sudo pip install --upgrade pip (upgarde pip) 

pip install apache-libcloud (install libcloud) 

pip install --upgrade apache-libcloud (upgrade libcloud) 

 

Code 1 gives the two basic libCloud calls to create a “connection” (driver) with the SWITCHEngine 
IaaS:  
 

from libcloud.compute.types import Provider 

from libcloud.compute.providers import get_driver 

 

openStack = get_driver(Provider.OPENSTACK) 

driver = openStack (user, pwd, 

                      ex_tenant_name=tenant, 

  ex_force_auth_url="https://keystone.cloud.switch.ch:5000/v2.0/tokens", 

           ex_force_auth_version='2.0_password', 

          ex_force_service_region="LS") 

Code 1 : Creating a driver to access SWITCHEngine 
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Detailed explanations of Code 1 parameters are available on this URL : 
http://libcloud.readthedocs.org/en/latest/compute/drivers/openstack.html 
 
Code 2 gives the two basic libCloud calls to create a “connection” (driver) with Amazon EC2 IaaS:   
amazon = get_driver(Provider.EC2_US_EAST) 

driver = amazon(accesskey, secretkey) 

Code 2 : Creating a driver with Amazon EC2 

 

For further details, about the Amazon EC2 libCloud driver documentation, visit this URL : 
http://libcloud.readthedocs.org/en/latest/compute/drivers/ec2.html 
 
Exercise 2  
 

In this exercise, the program to develop will be written in java and will use jCloud. 

Apache jclouds® is an open source multi-cloud toolkit for the Java platform that gives you the freedom 
to create applications through a unified API: https://jclouds.apache.org/ 

It’s advisable to use NetBeans IDE (https://netbeans.org/) and maven project 
(https://maven.apache.org/) to develop your java program. 

To create a maven project within Netbeans : 

1. Go to the File menu and select New project 

2. Choose Maven category. 

3. Choose Java Applications project. 

 

Code 3 opens a connexion with an Amazn EC2 IaaS : 
ComputeService compute = ContextBuilder.newBuilder("aws-ec2") 

                  .credentials("KeyID", "SecretKey") 

                  .buildView(ComputeServiceContext.class) 

                  .getComputeService();  

Code 3 : creating a connection with Amazon EC2 using jCloud API 

The connection created in Code 3, is used to create a template, which, in turn, is used to create 
instances (Code 4) : 
Template template = compute.templateBuilder() 

                 .osFamily(OsFamily.UBUNTU)  //with an Ubuntu OS 

                 .hardwareId(InstanceType.T1_MICRO) //a T1_MICRO 

                 .locationId("us-east-1a")  //in North Virginia 

//Setup options like: keypair, ports, etc. See documentation for further details. 

                 .options(AWSEC2TemplateOptions.Builder 

                      .keyPair("keypair-name") 

                      .inboundPorts(22,80)) 

                .build(); 

compute.createNodesInGroup("jcloud-group", 1, template); 

Code 4 : creating a template 

Documentation of jCloud is not intuitive. Please be patient. You are a HES-SO master student. 
Nothing can stop you! 
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Lab deliverable: A compressed file composed of : 

• Your python program : exercise 1 

• Your maven project (compressed file): exercise 2 

Submit your delivrable to the Moodle space of the CLOUD course 

Lab due date : Deliver your delivrable before Monday November 02, 2015, 11:00 AM. 

 


